
Case Study 

Shaping Governance® in over 60 schools

The opportunity  
The Department for Education, advocates that governing boards self-review annually, however, in reality governors rarely take the time to do this as 
meetings are crammed with issues that may or may not need discussing.  Governing Bodies are teams, yet unlike staff teams, they also don’t 
develop their ways of working or relationships.  Insight to Impact has developed and tested across over 60 schools a 2.5 hour meeting that 
helps governors and trustees to learn, share and improve, alongside developing the essential relationships needed for teams to be effective. 

How we carried out our work  
Insight to Impact created the twice award-winning Shaping Governance® to help governors and trustees to explore key areas of 
governance, including core roles, Ofsted and important elements that encompass accountability.  Since its launch in 2017, we have 
worked with over 60 schools using Shaping Governance® to great effect.   

The way that Shaping Governance® works also means that we are able to gain much insight into the issues facing governance 
in schools, and share the good practice that we have gathered. 

What’s been the impact? 
The IMPACT of Shaping Governance® has been phenomenal, and our support has even been cited in Ofsted reports 
as contributing to the improvement of governance.  Here are some comments from just a few of our happy clients: 

“After using Shaping Governance® we managed to address some of the key issues which we have wrestled with for years” - Nantwich Primary 

Governors have got better at challenging me through the questions that they ask at Governors meetings’ - Barrow in Furness Primary 

Since the session, our Governors clearly demonstrate holding school leaders to account and have a strategic way of thinking, the way they 
performance management is more thorough and they check and challenge appropriately during Governors meetings’ - Congleton Primary


